Post PNG Ltd
PO. Box 1
Boroko 111 NCD
Papua New Guinea
Phone: (675) 3053740
Fax: (675) 3218872
Email: banian.masiboda@postpng.com.pg

Post PNG Limited
27th September, 2013
Dear Valued Customer

I convey warm Greetings to you from the management and staff of Post PNG Limited.
Been accustomed to conducting day-to-day business through e-mail and other advanced means of
communication to all our dear friends like yourself, it is always refreshing to revisit letter writing whenever
possible.
Today, in the midst of developments taking place in the industry and elsewhere in terms of technology, so are
the repercussions in business ethics and lifestyle in general for all. We seem to subtly accept and customize
ourselves to every change that comes by. Usually, some of these experiences/changes work in one’s favour
while others don’t.
In a related scenario faced by our administration, this letter serves to inform you of yet another major decision
made regarding cost on our registered mails. Due to economic reasons, as also experienced by other postal
administrations the world over, there has been a price hike on our regular registered mails service. This is done
to compensate increases on carriage costs as it too has moved up another notch unfortunately.
You have a choice of using Registered Mail or Normal Post.
From now on instead of the K5.00 charge for registration, all registered articles weighing from 0.01 - 1kg will
be charged by their respective zones at the following rate:
ZONE 1:
ZONE 2:

Was K5.00
Was K5.00

ZONE 3:

Was K5.00

Now K140.00 - Australia
Now K170.00 - Fiji, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Solomon Islands.
Now K190.00 - All other Countries.

Alternatively, there is the option of using normal post at the cost of postage; however this will pose the risk of
articles/packages not been tracked.
Currently, all orders below K30.00 are posted using normal mail, and we seldom experience issues of late
arrivals or articles going missing, so it’s just as safe to send by normal mail should you consider the option.
To give a general perception on delivery time, collectors abroad should allow two to three weeks for
articles/packages to arrive.
I apologize for any inconveniences that this scenario may cause.
Yours sincerely,

Banian Masiboda
Manager – Post PNG Philatelic Bureau
Tel: (675) 305 3740 Fax: (675) 3218872 Website: www.postpng.com.pg

